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As previously announced, thjs will be our linal issue.
To librarjes and others wishing to have a complete runl
please check your holdiDgs, and report any gaps by
February 28. I will make good any missing issues

b) David Gurgenidze
(after Grigoriev)
White to play and draw

repofted by that date, but cannot promise to do so later.
This issue, The special lumber recapitulates the best of the British studies which
we have printed, and there is a composite index coveri[g all fifteen years of BESI{.
And if you don't already know it, try the study above before looking inside.
My final book list is also enclosed. Orders again by February 28 please.
World Chess Sclving Championship. Congratulations once again to John Nunn.
Great Britain came fourth irl the team event.
EG lot 20ll, The 2011 sterling subscription to EG is unchanged at S20, and I am
willing to receive subscriptions provided that they reach me by February 28 (cheques
payable to J. D. Beasley, please). I am also willing to receive advance subscriptions
for 2012 at the same rate and by the same date- From March onwards, these subsc.iptions will be accepted by Paul Valois, 14 Newton Park Drive,lreds LS7 4HH.
Spotlight. Timothy Whitworth points out that von Diiben (September, page 467)
should have an accent on the "u", and that his study is no more than the kemel of the
Lauritzen study which was quoted in June, H€ also tells me that Paul Michelet's
decoying of the Black king to within reach of a knight check from b5 \ras ar icipated,
with a slightly different layout, by G. L. Schoute$ Orqaan Discendo Discimis 1926.
Jaroslav Poldiek points out that in the Becke( study on page 468, Crosz's l2 Kcl,
although slower than the computer's Kbz, is the simpler move for a human analyst.
While checkilg through the index, I noticed that I had failed to report information
from David Sedgwick that Stuart Rachels, the composer of study 8 in special number
10, although given as from "Oxford, England" in EC ll2, was not a British national
but an Ame.ican temporarily here as a postg(aduate student, My apologies.
And John Finch's cricket books (special number 15, page 6) were wrongly dated.
Gane in season appeared in 1984, and Thlee men at the match in 1989.

A philosophy of chess endgame studies
Two recent contributioos in my post provide food for thought.
When renewing his EG subscription, David Blundell described himself as "a bit
disillusioned" with recent developments- "My problem is wjth the use of computers
and tablebases during composition. This is rendering the majority of ho[oured studjcs
unsolvable and soulless, Reading EG has become a frustrating experience - time and
agail I'vc tded to solve studies only to find that the entire edifice is supported by a
pile of unintelligible computer analysis. What's the poirt spending time trying to
solve a sludy that requires a computer to demonstrate its soundness? The problem is,
you don't know in advance whether a study is composed using a computer or not.
My solution is not to bother with ary of them in the first place."

David Friedgood has invite.d me to print a rejoinder to my June remarks on the
Nunn/Cumbers study and its predecessor.

"In your discussion of the Nunn/Cumbers study, you point to a fundamental
question of the aesthetics of studies. It is a question you have posed' explicitly or
implicitly

- in

vifiually every issue of BESM Which is better, a piquant

idea,

expressed with purity, or a complex, heavy work, showing perhaps a melange of
motifs or a ponderous theme? Whereas you arc a passionate and forceful proponent of
the tbrmer, I am eclectic by nature and often find the conundrum. when applied to
specihc cases. quite insoluble.
"In this panicular instance, I am on the side of the prize-winning version of this
study. Not without some discomfort, however, for I agree enough with your view to
feel that such a gorgeous first move does deserve a study to itself.
'The basic reason I have for my preferenc€ is that the richness of the final verslon
of lhis study outweighs the pristine encapsulation of the wonderful kcy in the original
versioo. I believe that this is a modem trend - to combine ideas within a study so that
they deliver a blend of delicacies, rather than to focus on a sjngle motif, even if it is
such a novel one as I Razll
"To emphasise this point, we should count the vifiues of the final version a little
more exhaustively. Nunn's extension, albeit adding a black queen and a white knight,
provides us with a very desirable feature of aoy study - black counterplay. 2...Kh6 is a
clever bid for stalemate alrd enhances the former initial position by having Black
actively pose the question ofhow White will ddve home his advantage.
"Secofldly, there is a very nice quiet move 6 Rg2 with a two-move threat, despit€
the presence of a rampant black queen.
"Thirdly, and perhaps most importaltly, the study shows the battery reversal theme,
implemented by 8 Rh6+ and 9 Bf/+ in a most pleasingly natual setting.
"Fjnally, the whole is characterised by excellent flow, with no elaborate variatioDs
and sub-variations bcing required to justify the main line. It has a good length yet the
excitement does not flag.
"To put it in culinary terms, the first version, exquisite though it is, is the aperitif;
the final versiol is the satisfying main course!"
- 4'74 -
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am sure David Blundell's remarks will strike a chord with maly, and I would not
now spend time tryjng to solve a study unless it had been put forward for solution by
somebody wbom I koew to be a setter of realistic challenges. However, as a presenter
I am willing to enlist the computer on the side of Black, and when the interest lies
wholly in Whitc's winning play to say that the reader or audie[ce [eed not consider
such-and-such an altemative line because the computer has shown that Black can
l'lold out. David appears unwilling to do even this, a viewpoint which is defensible.
But we fully agree about enlisting the computer on the side of White, and if its help is
necessary to prove that Whjte wins (for example, in a task composition) then I feel
that what we have is a curiosity rather than a true '?ndgame study".
David Friedgood has stated matters extrcmely fairly, though I have to say - it is a
minor poilrt - that to me, all the other "battery reversal" studies that ( have seen are
outclassed by the Ivanov study which Timothy Whitworth and I quote as 14.12 in
Endgatue tnagic. There, a rook-bishop baltery is not merely reversed but re-reverseqr
and a kilg-bishop battery is formed and fired as well- But my lack of enthusiasm
for the extended version is not just because a stunning move has been made less
stunning but be{ause the startirg position has become relatively characterless and
untidy, As with too many contemporaiy studies, I look at the diagram, and find
I don't really care what happens next.

I believc a good study sftozld be? Some have practical value - they throw
light on the Dature of "book wins" and "book draws", or show how to play positions
of certain kiDds - but most come into the field of "chess for fun", not helping to put A
five rating points ahead of I but illustrating the intrinsic beauty and sometimes the
So what do

humour of chess. To achieve this, I think a study should have three properties

.
r
.

the starting position should be such as to invite attention;
once found or explained, the solution should be easy to urldelstand;
there should be something in it which is worth understanding-

And

I

stress "or explained". Endgame studies lack the artificial simplificatiol of

"Mate within n moves", and may need commentary if the less expert reader rs not to
be bewildered. I normally present studies with multiple diagrams so that even a
modest player can read and enjoy them without the need to g€t out board and men,
and it was because the new editor of the BCM was unwilling to continue allowing
more than one diagram pcr study that I asked him to place the column in other hards.
Timothy aDd I originally wrole Endgame m.zgic under the title Cfuss endgame sndies
need not be difficuh, the eventual title being suggested by the publishers on
commercial grounds, and while the resulting sales gave us no reason to question their
judgement the original title did encapsulate what we were trying to do.
Of course, all things are relative, and the more striking the play, the more artificial
the starting position that the leader may be willing to accept. But natumlness of
position is an important virtue, and it is sad that so few natural positioN now appear
in prize iists. [f toumey success goes to computer-assisted length and complexity, as
increasingly seems to be happening, this is what composers who seek toumey success
will provide; but all too often the results do not seem to be particularly eltertaining,
and I suspect lhat future generations will not look back on them with approval.
- 4'75 -

Recently published British originals

la - 2 Rgl. after 2...Rg8

I,

lb - main line, after

a gameJike reciprocal zugzwang study by Gordon Davies, was

BCM.

I

5...Rdz

in the September

I(c6 92, and now try 2 Rgl Rg8 (see 1a): no, 3 Kd5 Kd7 4 c6+ Ke7, and
aiter...Rg5 Black's king will come down via 97 and support his g-pawn. Bur 2 Rel
threatens mate, and 2...Rg8 3 Rgl gives la with Black ro play- He can try 3...Rg3
4 Rel Rd3 5 Rgl Rd2 (see 1b), bur 6 Rbl (simplest) rhreatens 7 Rb8+ KxbB
stalemate, and after 6,,.Re2 7 Rg1 he

will

not make progress.

Studies for the Braille Chess Magazine

1b - after l0 Ka8

This feature has recently been absent because I have been using studies aheady
quoted in BESN, but my September column included one that we have not yet seen
here. 1 (Botvinnik,4 Pr Shakhmaty v SSSR 1939, version by Moft\eq Revue FIDE
1955) exploits the distant opposition (l Kf5 Kb7 and draws, 2 Ke5 Kc?! 3 Kxd5 Kd?
4 KcS Kci and sacrificing the d-pawn won't help), but ther€ is more ro ir rhan this.
I Kg5 Ka1 2 Kg6 Ka8 3 Kf6 Kb7 4 Kfl Kbs (4...Kb6 5 Ke8 and much as main line)
5 Ke6 (see la) Kc7 (5,,.Kc8 6 Kd6! and 6.-.Kb7 7 Kxd5 now wins. or 6...Kd8 7 Kc6
and the a-pawns go) 6 Ke7! (6 Kxd5 fails as before) Kc6 7 Kds Kd6 I Kc8 Kc6
9 Kb8 Kb6 l0 Ka8! (see lb), and the a-pawns will fall. Botvinnik had the kings on
g5ib7, I Kf5! Kb6 2 Kf6! (drawn ro my artenrion by Alain Villeneuve).
- 4'16 -

From the world at large
The Czech composition magazire Sachovd skladba has been devoting a series of
afticles lo the New Zealand composer Emil Melnichenko, with some notes on his ljfe.
His Ukranian grandfathe. emigrated from Rostov-on-Don in the face of Stalinism, and
married and settled in pre-war Czechoslovakia. His father, although of socialist
leanings, fled in his turn after the Communist take-over of 1948, and he himself was
bom in a displaced persons' camp at Hallein in Austria. The family was in due course
forcibly relocated to New Zealand, where, after a long boat joumey on which they
were refened to by number rather than by name, they found themselves on a farm,
speaking no English and with only the clothes they stood up in (their luggage having
been stolen on the way). Initially, they worked for just board and lodging, but through
intelligence arld hard work they gradually made their way upwards.
His family used to join with some other Czech families to celebrate Christmas and
the New Year in the Czech style, but a Russian-sounding name was not an asset in the
days of the Cold War and his parents decided to use the name "Bures", He discovered
the truth by accjdent at the age of 23 from I letter written to his mother, and chose to
revert to the original family name, converting the Czech "i" to the equivalent English
"ch" in the interests of co.rect pronounciation. "He felt himself to be a Czech, his
interests, outlook, and values were European" (my translation]. Sachovti skladba
naturally gives his name in its Czech form, appafently greatly to his pleasure-

?;(;
la - 1...alQ, aft€r

6 Qc5

lb

- main line, after 5 Qxbl

Melnichenko's studies tend towards the mildly exotic erid af the spectrum, and I
in 1976. Try I Qd4 for mate on g7: no, l...a1Q 2 Bc3 Rh1+, and
it is Black who will win. 1 Bc3 leaves the queen blocking the bottom rank, ald if
again l...alQ then 2 Bxal d4 3 Bxd4 e5 4 Bxe5 f6 5 Bxf6 Rb7 6 Qc5 (simplest) and
soon mates (see 1a). But Black can sacrifice his pawns first, 1...d4 2 Bxd4 e5 3 Bxes
f6 4 Bxf6 alQ, and 5 Bxal Rxal 6Qxal will be stalemate. Hence5Qxbl giving lb,
and the dance startsr 5...Qb2 (White threarened mate on b8) 6 Qc2 (Black threatened
it on h2) Qc3 7 Qd3 Qd4 8 Qe4 and White's additional attack on a8 is decisive.
Kotov discovered lb in 1960 but he didn't publish this finale unril 1977 (see 15.5 in
Endgame magic), so by the normal criterion of publication date Melnichenko has the
priority, quite apart from his version's having the worthwhile extensio[ beck to 1.
appeared in Sz.?cr)

2a -

| BM,

after 5...Kc2

2b - main line, after 4 Bxcl

It has been suggested that my quotation of a single uncharacteristically simple study
last time did Vasily Smyslov considerably less than justice, so here are a couple more.
They appeared in a charming memoir by Oleg Pervakov in EG 181.
Black's weak spot in 2 (2003, from a collection M), rrrdier) is clearly b2, but the
obvious I Bd4 fails: l.,.Bc2! 2 Rb8 Bb3 3 Rf8 Kbl 4 Rflr Bd1! 5 Rxdlr Kc2. and
Black will even win (see 2a). Instead, 1 Rd1 c3 (1-..h5 2 Bd4 h4 3 Rdz and soon
wins) 2 Bh6! (2 Bd4 blocks the king's direct route towards b2 and so costs a crucial
tempo,2...c2 3 Rcl h5 4-5 Ke5 h3 6 Kd5 h2 7 Kc4 hlQ 8 Rxhl c1Q+ 9 Rxcl
stalemate) c2 3 Rc1! bxclQ 4 Bxcl (see 2b) h5 5-t Kc3 hlQ 9 Bb2 mate.

3a - 2 d4, after 6,..blQ

3b - 2 d3 95, after 7..,b1Q

Play in 3 (2004, frcln My studies) starts with the obvious I Kf2 Khl, but the
natural continuation 2 d4 leads nowhere: 2..-a5 3 b5 (3 d5 is no better)
4 b6 a3
^4
5 b7 axb2 6 b8Q blQ (see 3a), and White cannot hope for more than a draw.
Can we
play 2 95 a5 3 b5 etc and come down to 3a with the d-pawn still at d2, playing 7 Qg3
since Black now has no check on the second rank? No, the move ofthe g-pawn to 95
has offered him ?...Qf5+ instead. The winning move is 2 d3! blocking the line from
bl to e4, Now 2...a5 3.4 b6 a3 5 b7 axbz 6 b8Q blQ gives 3a with the d-pawn on
d3, and White can staircase in: 7 Qb7+ Kh2 8 Qc7+ Khl 9 Qc6+ Khz 10 Qd6+
Kh1 11 Qds+ Kh2 12 Qes+ Khl 13 Qe4+ (ah!) and the rest is easy.
Most Black altematives at move 2 can be met easily enough, but 2...95 leads to a
second line exploiting the cutting of the line b1-e4: 3 Kg3l a5 (3-..h2 is clearly
hopefess) 4 b5 a4 (4-..K91 5 Kxh3 a4 6-7 b'7 axbZ 8 b8Q blQ 9 Qh2+ ard Black's
new queen will fall) 5 b6 a3 6-7 b8Q blQ (see 3b), and again White will staircase in.
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"fuf,ffi
4a-ld6,after4Bxds

4b - main lioe, after 6...Ka6

Last time, we saw some studies with stalemate by promotion on bl, and a position
where two dark bishops would win though one could not. Jaroslav Polddek has drawn
my attention to Troitzky's 4 (Shakhna,ry- li.rrat 1925), which combines the rwo ideas.
Try I d6r no, l...axb6 2 d? Rd4 3 dSQ Rxd8 4 Bxd8 gives 4a, and Black would
dmw even without the b-pawn. The winning line is b7 Rg,Sr 2 Kf2 (the most
natural, though any king move appears to win) Rg8 3 d6 Kc4 (Black plays for
stalemate on a6) 4 d7 Kb5 5 d8Q RxdS 6 BxdS Ka6 giving 4b, It is soon seen that
7 b8N+ Kb? 8 Nd7 Kc8 is only drawn whichever piece White rescues, bur Whire has
7 b8B! with the win we saw on page 471 last time (rhe a-pawn won't help Black).

I

"ifu

%

i

iijt#

"rffi.rrr4%z
5a - 2 Kb4, after 7...Kf4

5b - main line, after 4,.,h4

For BrSMs final study, let us tum to the always popular David CvgenrJze, 5 (.64
1970), which he composed as a schoolboy, was his contribution tg A study apiece,
the book we looked at in June. It is a development of a famous study by Grjgoflev.
Black to play would win (1...K1/ 2-3 Kb4 KxhT 4 Kxb5 h5 etc), so White must go
for the pawn: 1 Ka3! Why not Kb3? We shall see. Now 1,..Kfl7 leads ro 2-3 Kxb5
KxhT 4 Kc4 and White will ger back to fl and draw, but Black has 1.,,Ke6, and after
2 Kb4 Kf5 3 Nf8 h5 4 Nd7 h4 5 Nc5 h3 6 Nd3 h2 7 Nt? Kf4 he will win (see 5a).
White must bring the knight into action at once,2 NI8+, and after 2...Kf5 3 Nd7 h5
4 Nc5 h4 wc have 5b. Now White has time for 5 Nb3! aiming for fl, and afrer 5...h3
6 Nd2 h2 (else Nfl stops the pawn) 7 Nfl (anyway) hlQ 8 Ng3+ he has his draw.
Botvinnik and Spassky both thought very highly of this. Grigoriev (6.4 in
Endgame magic, and in numerous other books) had set the knight joumey via b3i
Gurgenidze beautifully added the need for the White king to leave this square ftee.

-
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News and notices
I rcly wholly on the r'epresentations of notice givers,
except where I make a personal endorsement, and that no personal liability is
accepted either by myseff or by any other person involved in the protluction and
distribution of this magazineReaders are asked to note that

Meetings. John Roycroft tells me that the next Pushkin House meeting will be on
Friday January 14 at 6.00 pm (offers of talks to roycroft@btinternet.com please).
5A Bloomsbury Square (Holborn tube, Bloomsbury Way, SW comer of the square).
Further m€€tings have been provisionally arranged for April 1, July 1, and Octob€r 7.
For confirmation of these dates nearer the time, please register your interest with John
(e-mail address above) or visil the Pushkin House web site (www.pushkinhouse.org).
Mattison's Chess Endgame Studies. Timothy Whitworth reports that the
computer has shed new light on several analytical points, and he has produced a brief
Postscript to his 1997 revised edition. Copies are available from him free of charge
(8 Sedley Taylor Road, Cambridge CB2 8PW, timothy.whitworth@techademic,net),
And Harold van der Heijden's Endgame study database
now available, at a
price of 50 euros (which, for ?5,000+ endgame studies, is incredibly good value for
money). Visit www.hhdbiv.nl for download and payment instructions.

Ms

Copyright io BESN. I repeat a statement I have made many times- I have no authofity
to waive any.ights that may be held by others, but as far as I am concemed alything
which has appeared in B'SN may be quoted or reproduced without payment or
formalily; I ask only that thcre be due acknowledgementTo future anthologists thinking of rummaging through BgSlr' for material: I shall
be very pleased for this to happen, but please note that while my coverage of British
studies has tried to be reprosentative, that of foreign studies has been unashamedly
personal, and maDy composers have been under-represented because collections of
their work are available elsewhere, Please note also that BESN has always been an
exercise in joumalism rather than scholarship- I have relied on secondary sources
(in particular, on Harold van der Heijden's databases and on EG), and have checked
the primary sources only in the cases of the BCM, the Chess Atuateu\ and a few
others rcadily available to me. Those of a truly scholarly bent will wish to do better.

I

Envoi. I

have beeD attracled to endgame studies ever since became seriously
interested in chess, To produce a llew and truly first-class endgame study is given to
few - I ccrtainly would not claim to have done so myself - but anyone with a modicum
of chess talent can become a presenter of studies, and as more and more of the
ultimately finite number of sound studies are uDcovered the role of the presenter will
become ever more important. There will always be new enthusiasts to be shown the
delights of our world, and there are fewer more satisfying ways of spending time on
chess, even ifonly informally among friends, than in introduciog them to it.
If you want to honour the memory of B,SN, become a study presenter yourself.
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